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Match the digital and analogue clocks then write the time in words.

Independent task

Thursday 25th February

Thursday 25th February 2021
Reading – Hansel and Gretel
.

Wage
Sinister

Hansel and Gretel couldn’t sleep and overheard their cruel
stepmother tell their father that they should leave them in the
forest forever. Their father told her he was completely against
the idea (protested). She told him that they could not survive
on the amount he gets paid (wage) as a woodcutter. Gretel
started to cry hearing this, but Hansel had an idea. The next
day when the stepmother took them deep into the forest, he
dropped pebbles behind him to find his way back home. They
were left overnight and when the woke they could hear a noise
that sounded harmful and evil (sinister). It was the hatchet
swinging against the tree. What do you think happened next?
Let’s read and find out.

Hatchet

TASK:
1. What did the cruel stepmother say to convince the father to abandon his children?
Pg154
2. What did Hansel do with the pebbles? Pg155
3. Why did they nibble their bread slowly? Explain your answer. Pg156
4. Where was the thudding noise coming from? Pg157
5. What do you think happened next?

Answers

1. The cruel stepmother said they couldn’t survive on a woodcutter’s wage. At least this way they stand a chance.
2. Hansel dropped a pebble on the ground whenever his stepmother wasn’t looking.
3. They nibbled their bread slowly to make it last because they knew they were being abandoned and would not
have any food.
4. The thudding noise was coming from a hatchet tied to a branch swinging to and fro in the wind.
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Thursday 25th February
Writing
To be able to write a playscript using a story text
Story text
“Now, you’re to take the cupcakes straight to Granny’s,” Mother said, piling them
into a wicker basket. “No dilly-dallying, keep to the path, and never ever talk to
strangers. Do you hear me?”
“Yes, Mother.” With a sigh, Red took the basket and hurried from the kitchen into
the glorious spring sunshine.

Step 1: Who is the first speaker and what do they say?
Add this next to Mother’s name and remove the inverted commas.
You’ll also need to finish Mother’s sentence with a full stop.
Story text

Playscript

“Now, you’re to take the cupcakes
straight to Granny’s,” Mother said,

Mother: Now, you’re to take the
cupcakes straight to Granny’s.

Step 2: Look at the rest of the sentence. Did Mother do anything
else that the actor needs to know about?
We can add a stage direction to tell the actors that Mother should
pile the cupcakes into the basket.
Story text

Playscript

“Now, you’re to take the cupcakes

Mother: (piling cupcakes into wicker

straight to Granny’s,” Mother said,
piling them into a wicker basket.

basket) Now, you’re to take
the cupcakes straight to
Granny’s.

Step 3: Who speaks next?
If a new character starts speaking, then write their name on the left
with a colon but if the same character is speaking you can just add to
their speech in normal font with no inverted commas.
Story text

Playscript

“Now, you’re to take the cupcakes

Mother: (piling cupcakes into wicker

straight to Granny’s,” Mother said,
piling them into a wicker basket.

basket) Now, you’re to take
the cupcakes straight to

“No dilly-dallying, keep to the
path, and never ever talk to

Granny’s. No dilly-dallying,
keep to the path, and never

strangers. Do you hear me?”

ever talk to strangers. Do you
hear me?

Step 4: Who speaks next?
Start a new line for the new speaker and write their name with a
colon. Write speech beside their name with no inverted commas and
include how they said this line before the speech in brackets as stage
directions.
Story text

Playscript

“Now, you’re to take the cupcakes

Mother: (piling cupcakes into wicker

straight to Granny’s,” Mother said,
piling them into a wicker basket. “No

basket) Now, you’re to take
the cupcakes straight to

dilly-dallying, keep to the path, and
never ever talk to strangers. Do you

Granny’s. No dilly-dallying,
keep to the path, and never

hear me?”

ever talk to strangers. Do you
hear me?

“Yes, Mother.” With a sigh, Red
took the basket.

Red:

(sighing) Yes, mother.

Step 5: Stage directions
If the story give us more information about what the character is
doing then add this as stage directions after the character has
finished their line.
Sometimes we do not need all the extra information.
Story text

Playscript

“Now, you’re to take the cupcakes

Mother: (piling cupcakes into wicker

straight to Granny’s,” Mother said,
piling them into a wicker basket. “No

basket) Now, you’re to take
the cupcakes straight to

dilly-dallying, keep to the path, and
never ever talk to strangers. Do you

Granny’s. No dilly-dallying,
keep to the path, and never

hear me?”

ever talk to strangers. Do you
hear me?

“Yes, Mother.” With a sigh, Red
took the basket and hurried from
the kitchen into the glorious spring
sunshine.

Red:

(sighing) Yes, mother.

Red takes the basket and hurries from
the kitchen.

Activity 1: Turn the text into a playscript.
Story text
“Now, make sure you do not use inverted commas in your scripts,” Mr Nieto
said, pointing at the text. “You must have a new line for a new speaker and
include stage directions in italics and brackets?”
“Yes, Mr Nieto.” With a smile, Sabrina took the writing pack and quietly
returns to her desk beside the hardworking Archie as the sun shines outside.

Follow the steps above to change the story text into a play script.
Challenge: Can you spot the prepositions and adverbs?

Thursday 25th February
Humanities
Do now
What countries border Italy?
Which two islands are also part of Italy?
What two countries are in Italy?

What are some of the key physical features of Italy?
Physical features are natural features and there are many
physical features located across Italy. On a map like this
we can see the land that is higher. Brown land is higher
land and the darker the brown, the higher the land. Using
that knowledge we can see that there are many different
mountains and hills in Italy. We can see that there is high
land running down the middle of the country but even
higher land across the north.
We have studied the mountain range along the top of Italy
in an earlier lesson — it is the Alps. We know that the Alps
are in many different countries and not just Italy. We also
know that the tallest mountain in the Alps is called Mont
Blanc. Mont Blanc is located on the border between Italy
and France.
The mountain range that runs down the middle of Italy is called the Apennines. This mountain
range is sometimes called ‘the backbone of Italy’ because it looks very like a backbone (spine).
The tallest mountain is the Apennines is Corno Grande.
In addition to there being mountains in Italy, there are also volcanoes.
Etna is located on the island of Sicily and is the largest active volcano in
Europe. Vesuvius is located near Naples and is the only active volcano
on mainland Europe. Other volcanoes in Italy are Vulcano and Stromboli
— these volcanoes are separate islands. The photograph here shows
Vesuvius which once erupted and destroyed an entire city.
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The River Po is the longest river in Italy. It flows from Alps in the northeast
of the country across to the west. Other rivers in Italy include the Adige
and the Tiber. The Adige also begins in the Alps but flows south and the
Tiber begins in the Apennine Mountains before also flowing south. This
photograph shows the River Po flowing through a city in northern Italy.
In addition to rivers, there are also many lakes in Italy. A large group of
lakes are located just south of the Alps and the three largest are Lake
Garda, Lake Maggoire and Lake Como. Lake Garda is the largest lake
in Italy and Lake Maggoire is shared between Italy and Switzerland. This
photograph shows Lake Como — it is a popular tourist destination and
is considered one of the most beautiful lakes in Europe.

Use
	
an atlas to locate and label the key physical features on this map
of Italy:
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How
	
does the land in Italy compare to the land in the
United Kingdom?
Similarities

Differences
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The
	
physical geography of Italy is very different to the physical
geography of the United Kingdom. Do you agree or disagree
and why?

The physical features of Italy are _______________________.
mountains and hills? which volcanoes?

which rivers and lakes?

The physical features of the United Kingdom are
________________________________________________
mountains and hills? which volcanoes?

which rivers and lakes?

I agree/disagree because ______________________________.

